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Much to the delight of all competitors, the sun had emerged from behind the clouds and the wind had 
eased and tended slightly more easterly by the time the iron person events were due to start. The only 
down side to this was that the swell had risen and the shore break had created havoc for both competitors 
and the starter alike. The lane draw became vitally important as the shifty shorey presented an entertaining 
spectacle for the spectators but a nightmare for competitors. This was even more of a challenge with the 
ski leg up first, with some competitors getting off the beach with ease while, just a few metres away, their 
competition was being repeatedly hammered by the relentless dump. 
The men’s race saw the right hand lanes rewarded with a clean start, while others were caught inside 
having to negotiate numerous breaks before hitting the clear water. Jono Price and Jejoon Littler took 
advantage of this and established a comfortable lead in the first leg, but were pursued relentlessly by the 
young brigade of Ned Lennox, Connor Polden and Oliver Bailey as well as a few veteran competitors. The 
order remained constant throughout the ski with all competitors making their way back to the beach in the 
tricky conditions. Solid transitions saw the field compress slightly, and the board leg become a closely 
fought affair as the pack started to from. It was clear that the final leg would be when the attacks were 
important with the swim being the slowest and lengthiest leg. Jono Price and Jejoon Littler still held a slim 
lead but Ned, Jack, Oliver and Conner were on the way. 
 
The swim leg really saw competition hot up and Ned Lennox worked his way through the field to establish a 
lead and hang on for the win from Jack Walton who also swam very strongly. Young gun Jejoon Littler held 
on for third, a fantastic effort for his first open ironman event with fourth going to Oliver Bailey, 5th Connor 
Polden and early leader Jono Price holding on for 6th ahead of fast finishing Craig Sly and Don Marsh. 
 
The ironwomen provided plenty of thrills and spills for the crowd who were all in admiration of the 
determination shown by the field of five, some whom were fronting up for their first open ironwoman race. 
The uneven shore break continued to discriminate upon those who were unlucky enough to be in its way. 
The gun was fired and two competitors were fortunate to slip through the relentless pounding of the break; 
this left three competitors to deal with the pounding beach break. Once again it was the right hand lanes 
who managed to slip away with Georgia Matthews establishing an early lead from Zia Mitchelmore, while 
Lucy Eade, Brooke Scott and Maggie O’Leary were dealt blow after blow from the break . Georgia and Zia 
were able to complete the race at their own pace and focus on the technical necessities to negotiate the 
course in those conditions and take home first and second place. A huge congratulations must go out to the 
remaining competitors who stuck to the task, and despite setbacks continued working tirelessly to get on 
their skis and away. This in itself was exhausting for them, only to then have to complete the remaining two 
legs of board and swim. Lucy Eade eventually took third place, ahead of fellow first year ski paddler Brooke 
Scott in fourth and Maggie O’Leary coming in fifth. If determination is anything to go by, we are sure to see 
some bigger things from these girls in the remaining three rounds. 

 


